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z M r. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for the invitation to

speak today. My name is Lynda L. Brothers and I am pleased to represent

'Governor Booth Gardner of the state of Washington. We welcome the.

opportunity to reiterate our thoughts and our concerns pertaining to the s6und

management of the nation's low-level radioactive -wastes. Washington Is the

host state for the disposal site and chair for the Northwest Interstate Compact

on Low-Level Radioactive Waste Managemepnt-therefore, today I will be

discussing Interests and activities of both the state of VWashington and the

Northwest Compact.

The first point I'd like to address is the need for ratification of the pending

compacts. As the recipients of over 50 percent of the nation's low-level

radioactive wastes disposed of at commercial sites, Washington has. a vital

interest In securing a safe and equitable national disposal system. To achieve.

this end, there i an urgent need for congressional ratification of the pending

compacts. Washington's newly elected Governor Booth Gardner fully supports

the intent and purpose of the 1980 Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act, and

supports any reasonable amendments to the Act or other alternatives that will

enhance the probability of congressional ratification. The state of Washington Is

willing to cooperate fully and consider all reasonable alternatives.
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The state of Washington has remained reasonable and patient for a number of

years on this issue. Since passage of the Act in 1980, the state of Washington

and the Northwest Compact have put tremendous efforts into compliance with

the intent and purposes of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act. First,

the Nbrthwest Interstate Compact was created and adopted by the states In

1981, the first compact to be established in the nation. The seven member

states include Alaska, Hawail, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Utah and Washington.
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The Northwest Compact was formally introduced In Congress In the faill of 1982

and a field hearing convened In November 1982 by the Senate Judiciary

Committee. The Compact was reintroduced In both houses In January, 1983.

On January 31, 1985, the Northwest Compact was once again reintroduced In the

House and Senate.

Second, Washington State representatives -have been and will continue to

participate in the ongoing National Governors' Association organized efforts of

various states, providing technical and other input to discussions of the proposed

amendments to the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act. At the present

time, we are optimistic that those efforts are close to achieving a widely

acceptable compromise.

The Low-Level Radioactive Waste. Policy Act establishes January 1, 1986 as the

date on which compacts could exclude out-of-region wastes. Without

ratification of compacts, the act becomes meaningless on that date and

management of the disposal site would presumably be handled by the governor.

We believe that the Udall amendments amend the Act so that It will remain
*~~~ * *

viable, and also permit Immediate ratification of the pending compacts.

Now, I'd like to address the .second major issue of this hearing, HRL1083, the

proposed amendments to the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act. The

Amendments extend the exclusionary date from January 1, 1986 to January 1,

1993. As a state hosting a disposal site that receives over 50% of the nation's

wastes In a region that only produces 4%, we are not pleased with that

extension. We also recognize that the amendments require us to extend offers

to other regions that may result In Interregional agreements for some level of

continued access to the site. However, we support these amendments in



general, and can abide by that extension, on the condition'that the compact is

ratified and that the vQlumes of wastes coming to Washington are reduced. I'd

like to emphasize the need to treat these amendments and the pending compacts.

as an inseparable package.

We believe that the present amendments, with some minor technical changes,

provide an acceptable framework for ratifisation of the compacts. Volume

reduction Is achieved by establishment of a national capfor disposal, while at

the same time the goals of states and regions' without disposal sites are met.

Washington has accepted for disposal the greatest share of the nition's low-level

wastes, and Xn so doing, our citizens have had to bear an undue national burden

of increased risk to public and environmental safety. We are firmly committed,

as Governor Gardner recently emphasized to the winter meeting of the National.

; Governors' Association, to a reduction in volume of wastes coming to

Washington. HR1083 helps accomplish that aim by establishing a reasonable

formula and schedule for development 'of other disposal sites. We will consider

whatever combination of on-site storage, volume reduction at the source,

Increased surcharges and Impetus for siting new disposal sites that represent a

viable compromise. We are willing to accept these amendments, including the

extension from 3anuary 1, 1986 to 3anuary 1, 1993, conditional upon approval of

the pending compacts. As more regions develop disposal sites, the wastes

disposed there should be directly subtracted from the presently operating

disposal sites.

If all of the ongoing congressional efforts fall to result in ratification of the

compact, Governor Gardner has stated his intent to do whatever Is necessary to

protect the' interests of the state of Washington. if compacts are not ratified,
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Washington will probably not wait until 1993 to reduce or exclude extra-regional

waste volumes. Currently there are bills before the Washin on State

Legislature requiring volume reduction beginning in 1985. Governor Gardner Is

considering increasing the costs of disposal in our state. Volume reduction, fee

and surcharge Increases could be accomplished without burdening interstate

commerce.

In summary, I would like to re-emphasize that the state? of Washington will

continue to work on problems that have allegedly delayed congressional action

on the compacts and which threaten a sound and reasonable national disposal

system. However, as a state, we cannot continue to accept the majority of the

nation's low-level radioactive wastes.

I want to thank the Chairman and the Committee for your interest and

attention. I would be happy to answer any questions you.may have.
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